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The Dawson Creek Community Profile & 
Investment Guide and In the News are filled with 
information and statistical data.  Although every 
effort was made in good faith to ensure the 
accuracy of information contained herein, 
Dawson Creek Catholic Social Services accepts 
no warranty nor accepts liability from any 
incorrect, incomplete or misleading information 
or its improper use.  For more information, please 
contact The City of Dawson Creek at 250-784-
3600. 
 

Dawson Creek Catholic Social Services 
January 2010 

City of Dawson Creek 
For more information about the City of Dawson Creek, its 

inhabitants, lifestyle and businesses, please contact: 
 

Mayor Mike Bernier 
City of Dawson Creek 

P.O. Box 150, 
Dawson Creek, BC  V1G 4G4 

Phone:  250-784-3616 
Fax:  250-782-3203 

Email:  admin@dawsoncreek.ca 
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/  
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In January 2010, the unemployment rate in BC is 8.0% and 6.8% in Alberta. 

Northeastern BC Unemployment Rates   
 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

2003 8.9 8.2 7.1 7.2 6.7 7.2 7.2 7.7 7.9 6.8 6.0 4.3 
2004 4.4 4.2 4.6 5.0 6.3 8.3 9.0 8.0 6.3 4.7 —* —* 
2005 4.9 4.5 5.0 4.1 5.4 5.2 4.9 4.2 4.4 4.4 —* —* 
2006 —* —* —* —* —* 4.4 —* —* 4.2 5.2 4.9 —* 
2007 —* —* —* —* —* —* —* —* —* —* —* —* 

* The unemployment rate for Northeastern BC has been suppressed due to high sample variance. 

2008 —* —* —* 4.3 5.0 5.9 6.2 6.3 5.8 5.0 4.5 3.6 
2009 4.6 4.6 6.5 6.5 8.4 7.7 7.9 8.3 7.9 7.2 5.5 5.4 
2010 4.9            

Employment 
February  2010 

LABOUR FORCE  
Jobless rates at the regional level (3-month moving average, unadjusted) ranged from a low of 4.9% in 

Northeast to a high of 12.0% in Cariboo in January. Nearly all regions of the province registered lower 
employment levels compared to the same month last year with the largest setbacks in North Coast/Nechako (–
8.6%) and Cariboo (–8.0%). 

Only Thompson/Okanagan (+3.2%) and Mainland/Southwest (+0.2%) posted employment gains. The 
unemployment rate in Vancouver (8.0%) came in just under the provincial rate while Victoria’s was 
significantly lower (6.8%). Data Source: Statistics Canada 

BC Stats Infoline Issue: 10-05 February 5, 2010 

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 
B.C.’s mining sector is poised for growth after 2010 with the rebound in copper, gold, and coal prices and 

demand in the Asian economy. A handful of major new projects are expected to begin construction and in 
some cases start production before 2014. Project risk is always high since any number of factors can derail the 
plans, but the geological potential is there and new projects can become viable under the right market 
conditions and with the proper infrastructure in place, such as the Northwest energy transmission line. Mining 
GDP fell into a deep valley in 2009 and is forecast to return to an average level by 2014. 

Oil and gas mining will also undergo a cyclical revival, though of a lesser magnitude than forestry and 
mining. The major new development in the natural gas industry is the surge in shale gas production, due to 
hydraulic fracturing along with horizontal drilling. Shale gas has been produced for decades in North America 
but modern techniques have significantly increased its scale and commercial viability. This unconventional 
supply has altered the natural gas market, reducing prices and price expectations. In Northeastern B.C., the 
Horn River and Montney areas are keenly sought out by exploration and development companies. Oil and gas 
real GDP is forecast to expand by 18% between 2009 and 2014, reaching new highs each year. 

Central 1 Credit Union Economics: Weekly Briefing volume 16 . number 03 . January 22, 2010 . ISSN 1918-3535 
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Construction 
BUILDING PERMITS 

For the month of January 2010, there were 5 
building permits issued.  Total value of construction 
is $1,132,440.  The permits were issued for two 
single family dwellings, one garage/renovation and 
two commercial. 

RAILWAY CROSSING 
Hwy 97 (Alaska Hwy), CN Rail crossing N of 
Dawson Creek to the Kiskatinaw Bridge 

Resurfacing, through hot-in-place recycling, 
28.9 kilometers of Highway 97 from the CN Rail 
crossing North of Dawson Creek to the Kiskatinaw 
Bridge. 
LOW BID 
Peter's Brothers Construction Ltd 
716 Okanagan Ave E 
Penticton BC V2A3K6 
Phone: 250-492-2626 
Fax 250-493-4464 
$3,277,211 

Journal of Commerce 

Dahlen Contracting Ltd. has applied for a 
development permit to begin renovating a 21,000 
square foot building, and with a little more luck, 
will also be able to improve the building's name. 

"Hopefully after today we won't refer to it 
anymore as the old IGA building," said Wayne 
Dahlen, announcing the new name "Trackside 
Plaza" in recognition of the NAR tracks that run 
directly behind the building. 

The estimate for renovating the building ranges 
from $850,000 to $1 million. The plan is to create a 
small mall that would house a mix of retail and 
office space. The target date for opening is Sept. 1. 

Dawson Creek Daily News 

TRACKSIDE PLAZA 

SHOPPING CENTRE 
Dawson Creek Power Centre, Hwy 2 & 8 St 
Commercial bldgs may include: gas station with 
convenience store, fast-food restaurants, family-
style restaurant, bank, retail clothing outlets & other 
misc retail/services. The only completed bldg at this 
time is the Wal-Mart. Proposed structures are one of 
40,000 sq ft +/- & two multi-tenant bldgs of 10,000 
sq ft ea +/-. 
$10,000,000 estimated construction cost. 
CONTEMPLATED 

Journal of Commerce 

Photo by New Harvest Media 
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OIL & GAS SALE 
The BC February 2010 oil and gas land rights sale 

generated $17 million in bonus bids. The sale offered 22 parcels 
in northeast BC covering 15,374 hectares, and sold 19 parcels 
covering 13,256 hectares. The average price per hectare for this 
sale is approximately $1,271. In 2009 there was $17.6 million in 
bonus bids on 89 parcels covering 29,171 hectares for an average 
price of $603 per hectare. 

February 2009 - $17.6 million 
February 2008 - $116.92 million 
February 2007 - $19.97 million 
February 2006 - $53.07 million 
February 2005 - $18.45 million 
February 2004 - $17.44 million 
February 2003 - $23.69 million 
February 2002 - $7.14 million 
February 2001 - $125.85 million 
February 2000 - $20.33 million 

Government of BC News Release 

NUMBER OF WELLS 
DRILLED IN BC  

1999 627 

2000 777 

2001 882 

2002 646 

2003 1049 

2004 1213 

2005 1376 

2006 1416 

2007 899 

2008 882 

2009 592 

Oil & Gas Commission 

2010 41 

OIL & GAS SALES 

BC’s 2009 year-end total was $892.9 
million as 389,664 hectares were 

auctioned off at an average of $2,291 
per hectare. 

Total 2008 - $2.66 billion 

Total 2006 - $629.85 million 

Total 2005 - $533.99 million 

Total 2004 - $232 million 

Total 2003 - $646.68 million 

Total 2002 - $288.54 million 

Total 2001 - $439.47 million 

Total 2000 - $248.24 million 

Total 1999 - $176.17 million 
Nickle’s Energy Group 

Total 2007 - $1.047 billion 

February  2010 

Energy 

GAS PLANT APPLICATIONS UP 
The BC Oil & Gas Commission is dealing with half as 

many drilling applications -- and a lot more gas plant 
applications. 

"In the past two years we've seen well and geophysical 
applications decline upwards of about 50% -- I think we're 
hovering at about 45% less this year than last year," said Paul 
Jeakins, Deputy Commissioner. 

"While we've seen that decrease, we've seen big upswing in 
gas plant applications." 

The commission has had to shuffle its staff to deal with five 
new gas plants, three new gas plants under construction, four in 
the application process and two new plants and two expansions 
expected to apply for approval in the next couple of months. 

The plants are essential as players who have had drilling 
success in Northeastern BC find a way to bring their success to 
the marketplace. 

BC had established gas reserves of 605 billion cubic metres 
at the end of 2008 and production was 30.3 billion cubic metres. 

Both numbers are expected to climb, along with kilometres 
of pipeline, especially if the Kitimat liquified natural gas export 
facility takes off. 

Calgary Herald 
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As of February 9, 2010, there were 79 rigs drilling, 26 released and 16 rigs prepped to spud. 
Oil & Gas Commission 

ACTIVE OIL RIGS 

February  2010 

MURPHY OIL 

Energy 

Natural gas wells at Murphy Oil Corporation's Tupper and West Tupper Montney tight gas play in 
Northeastern British Columbia continue to get "better and better," said David Wood the company's chief 
executive officer. 

With the two sanctioned developments, Tupper Main and the first phase of Tupper West, Murphy is likely 
about halfway to three tcf of resources, he told analysts. 

"I can see that doubling and maybe better than that with the acreage we currently have under lease, all at 
160 acre spacing," with the potential to downspace to 80-acre spacing providing additional upside, said Wood. 
"We have drilled a lot of wells, raw production and feel real good about what we have." 

Drilling and completion costs in the Montney are less than $4 (U.S.) per mcf, analysts heard. "We are 
going to live in an oversupplied gas world and being able to bring things on and be able to bring things on and 
produce them for less than $4 is going to be very important," he said. 

Last year, the company took advantage of depressed North American gas prices to add acreage at both 
Tupper and in the Eagleford shale in South Texas. 

Murphy is looking to add 10 tcf of natural gas resource in North America to its portfolio and Wood 
believes the company is already two-thirds of the way there with its combined acreage positions in Tupper and 
Eagleford as results in both areas have been very encouraging. 

Canadian gas production for the three months ended Dec. 31, 2009 averaged 81.19 mmcf per day 
compared to 40 mcf per day in the 2008 quarter as Tupper did not come onstream until December 2008 Gas 
sales in Canada for the 12-months averaged 54.86 mmcf per day. Total Canadian production in the quarter 
averaged 44,919 bbls of oil equivalent per day, including 31,387 bbls a day of crude oil and natural gas 
liquids. 

Canadian capital spending in the fourth quarter of 2009 was $88 million compared to $130.9 million in 
2008 while expenditures for the year declined to $340.1 million from $489.6 million the previous year. 

JuneWarren-Nickle’s Energy Group 

BC TRANSMISSION CORPORATION 
The BC Transmission Corporation is planning a major project in the South Peace. 
The anticipated $200 million project would add a new transmission line from Chetwynd to Dawson 

Creek.  The increased supply is needed due to a rapidly-growing oil and gas industry in and around Dawson 
Creek. 

The BCTC will begin its consultation process on the project sometime in the spring. 
In the meantime, the corporation will continue to investigate other options, including expansions to the 

existing Bear Mountain and the Dawson Creek stations. 
www.energeticcity.ca 

http://www.energeticcity.ca
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TERRA ENERGY 

February  2010 

Energy 

Terra Energy Corp. has signed a commitment letter outlining an arrangement with a large producer 
whereby Terra Energy will, upon closing, significantly expand the company's presence within the Montney 
fairway in British Columbia. 

In accordance with the terms of the commitment letter, Terra Energy will acquire approximately 91 gross 
(66 net) sections of land. In addition to the Montney fairway, Terra Energy will acquire certain additional 
lands in Northeastern British Columbia having identified potential for multi-frac horizontal development. 

The deal will add considerably to Terra Energy's growing land presence in the Montney fairway trend in 
northeastern British Columbia with material acreage additions in key areas of high activity, including Altares/
Farrell Creek, Wilder and Groundbirch. 

Upon completion of the arrangement, Terra Energy said it will be one of the largest holders of prospective 
Montney rights in British Columbia, with approximately 122 gross (100 net) sections within the prospective 
Montney fairway. 

Under the terms of the arrangement, Terra Energy will acquire a 100% working interest in approximately 
14 net sections of land located in the Altares/Farrell Creek area. Upon closing, Terra Energy anticipates 
licensing up to three vertical Montney tests and one recompletion in the area. Drilling and testing, including 
the application of micro-seismic technology, is anticipated to commence early in 2010 with a view towards 
assessing the potential for a multi-well horizontal development program. 

As of Oct. 1, 2009, there were approximately 21 horizontal and 10 vertical Montney wells either drilled or 
licensed by various operators in areas adjacent to Farrell Creek, including a vertical Montney test well 
reported to have initial production of more than four mmcf per day. 

In addition, Terra Energy will significantly increase its current interests in the Wilder area through the 
addition of approximately 17.5 gross (16.25 net) sections of land. Terra Energy currently owns approximately 
60 gross (30 net) sections of prospective Montney in the Wilder area. The company expects to undertake four 
to six vertical Montney tests and one potential horizontal well in the area during 2010 in order to preserve title 
and test the Montney potential in the area. 

Terra Energy has initiated preliminary engineering for a 30 mmcf per day gas processing plant in the 
Monias/Wilder area to support anticipated production from a multi-well horizontal development program. 

Under the arrangement, Terra Energy will further receive varied interests in approximately 12 gross (3.75 
net) sections (together with overriding royalties) in the Groundbirch area, located proximal to a recent 
horizontal Montney test that achieved a reported initial production rate of nine mmcf per day following 48 
hours of continuous production testing. One 'confidential' horizontal development well has recently been 
drilled, and two or more follow-up horizontal Montney development wells are anticipated to be drilled this 
year on the Groundbirch lands contemplated under the arrangement.  Terra Energy is encouraged by results to 
date in the Groundbirch area and, subject to closing of the arrangement, anticipates participating in horizontal 
Montney development drilling in the Groundbirch area during the course of 2010. 

Additionally, Terra Energy will be well positioned with a significant foothold in the Inga/Fireweed area of 
Northeastern B.C., following the addition of approximately 22.5 gross (8.5 net) sections of land with average 
working interests of between 25% and 40% and rights to related production and facilities in the Inga/Fireweed 
area. This land is on strike with the Fireweed Doig tight sand trend. 

The arrangement is scheduled to close on or before Feb. 15, and is subject to customary approvals, 
conditions, adjustments and management approval by both parties. 

JuneWarren-Nickle’s Energy Group 
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ARC ENERGY 

February  2010 

Energy 

During 2009 ARC spent $360 million on exploration, development and corporate activities and 
participated in 218 gross (132 net) wells. On ARC's operated lands, it drilled 146 gross (120 net) wells with a 
99.3% success rate. 

ARC's 2009 capital program was focused on resource play development with the Montney in 
Northeastern British Columbia accounting for 53% of the spending. At Dawson, record average production of 
52 mmcf per day of gas and 230 bbls per day of liquids was achieved in 2009. A total of 22 horizontal wells 
were drilled and significant progress was made towards the completion of the 60 mmcf per day Dawson Phase 
One gas plant, which is currently expected to be onstream early in May, 2010. 

Only eight of the 22 wells drilled in 2009 were on production at year-end, with the remaining 14 
horizontal wells ready to be brought on production with the completion of the gas plant. 

The 2010 capital budget calls for the drilling of three step out vertical wells along with the drilling of 30  
Montney horizontal wells and the substantial completion of an additional Phase Two 60 mmcf per day gas 
plant at Dawson. ARC will also be testing the Lower Montney zone that has proven to be productive 
elsewhere. 

In the West Montney assets, ARC participated in a partner operated four well Montney horizontal drilling 
program at Sunrise, drilled one vertical well at Sunset and one in Sundown in 2009. The four Sunrise 
horizontal wells have recently been brought on production and are expected to average 10 mmcf per day net to 
ARC's 50% interest in the first quarter of 2010. 

ARC's 2010 drilling plans in the West Montney include the drilling of nine gross horizontal wells with a 
portion of funds specifically targeted towards the assessment of the Lower Montney zone. Spending will also 
be devoted to the initial procurement of equipment for a new Sunrise gas plant, currently planned for early 
2012. 

At Ante Creek, ARC drilled four horizontal Montney wells targeting a mixture of oil and gas production. 
With the success of these wells and a late year acquisition of approximately 1,000 BOE per day, ARC was 
able to grow Ante Creek production to a record 7,000 BOE a day at year-end 2009. The trust has allocated $70 
million of capital to this field for 2010 and expects to drill 14 horizontal and two vertical wells. 

With the expansion of ARC's liquid handling facilities, the upgrade of a third party operated gas plant and 
further successful drilling, ARC expects production to grow to approximately 8,500 BOE per day by early 
2011. 

The Dawson gas field was the center piece of the Star Oil and Gas purchase made by ARC in April of 
2003, at that time production was approximately 17 mmcf per day and the proved plus probable reserves were 
just 110 bcf. Since then ARC has added to its land base in the area, drilled 77 vertical wells and 41 horizontal 
wells and increased production to 55 mmcf per day. 

As a result of the development activities, advances in technology and knowledge gained through the 
longer production history, proved plus probable reserves have increased to 593 bcf. The majority of the 
reserve additions have come in the past two years -- 254 bcf were added in 2008 and a further 205 bcf were 
added in 2009, as successful development with horizontal wells lead to the implementation of a major 
development project at Dawson. 

Despite this success, ARC still believes that there are significant volumes of gas that can be added to 
reserves in the future assuming continued successful development of the field. 

JuneWarren-Nickle’s Energy Group 
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Energy 

Another shipment of turbines for Phase One of BC's largest wind farm, located on Dokie Ridge, began 
arriving via CN Rail. 

The 30 blades are being temporarily stored in the Canfor yards. More of the turbine components are 
expected to arrive over the next few months. 

Project Director Paul Rapp said each tower, which is valued at around $4 million, consists of nine pieces, 
three tubular sections, three blades, the nacelle, the hub where the blades attach and the nosecone. 

The pieces were delivered by ship to the Port of Vancouver in the US and then transported by rail to 
Chetwynd. 

"It's quite something," Rapp said, adding GE and Plutonic have leased approximately eight acres from 
Canfor for storage. 

In December, GE and Plutonic jointly contributed $52.5 million to purchase the fully permitted project 
abandoned by EarthFirst and the companies have formed a partnership through which they will construct 
and operate the project's first phase, which will have the capacity to generate 144 MW and is expected to reach 
commercial operation by early 2011. Forty-three turbines are scheduled to be erected with construction 
beginning in June. 

The project will generate energy for provincial utility BC Hydro under a 25-year purchase agreement. 
It will provide power for 34,000 homes and avoid more than 229,000 metric tonnes of carbon dioxide 

emissions from fossil fuel sources — the equivalent of taking 44,000 cars off the road. 
Chetwynd Echo 

DOKIE WIND FARM 

Bear Mountain Wind Farm 
Photo by E. Mayoh 
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WESTERN COAL 

Mining 

Good production and reduced mining costs at the Wolverine operation have played a role in Western 
Coal’s $29.6 million profits over the first three quarters of fiscal 2010 (years runs until the end of March 
2010)– but despite being in the black, the company is still facing a turbulent global business environment. 

“Our fiscal 2010 numbers are down, and they’re down because they’re a reflection on the global recession 
that we’re just coming out of,” said Western Coal spokesperson David Jan. “The 2011 numbers are when 
we’re coming out of the recession, and we’re looking to ramp up our business again.” 

Wolverine produced about 1 million tonnes of hard coking metallurgical coal, all from its Perry pit, in the 
first nine months of fiscal 2010, which runs until the end of March this year. It’s also making progress towards 
the company’s average waste stripping ratio (waste per tonne of clean coal produced) target of 11 to one. 

Wolverine is Western’s flagship mine, and is the largest of the company’s eight mines, which span from 
Northeastern BC to West Virginia to Wales. 

Sales of $235 million came from coal produced at Western’s Northeastern BC mines, the bulk of that 
coming from Wolverine. The company’s overall sales figure of $302 million is down 36% from the $474 
million in sales over the same time frame in fiscal 2009. 

By late March, Western will announce their fiscal 2011 guidance, which will outline the company’s 
capital expenditures. Nearly all of the profit made in the third quarter will be re-invested into the Wolverine 
operation. 

“We’ve made a commitment of $24 million of new equipment at Wolverine,” said Jan. “That would be 
new haul trucks and a front end loader, and that’s just the start.” 

Western will also be increasing their presence within Tumbler Ridge. Within the next two months, the 
company will be relocating staff from an office on mine property to a new shared services office in Tumbler 
Ridge Place (located at 235 Front Street). The new office will serve all three of Western’s operations in the 
region – Wolverine, and the Brule and Willow Creek mines near Chetwynd. 

Tumbler Ridge News 

Photo by E. Mayoh 
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City News 

The new year has come with new growth for Dawson Creek. 
The signs of new commercial and residential development are evident throughout the city, with 

construction wrapping up, underway, or about to begin on many new projects. A new restaurant opened last 
week on Alaska Avenue and the adjacent gas station is nearing completion. A new hotel is under construction 
further down the highway, and another one proposed along Highway 2 near the Multiplex. A mini-mall on 8 
Street was finished last year. Construction continues on an ambitious Aboriginal seniors housing complex on 
17 Street, with an estimated cost of over $8 million. 

City council recently approved zoning amendments to allow for the construction of a restaurant on 8 
Street and 114 Avenue, and three, 48-unit apartment buildings, and a commercial property, between 8 and 9 
Streets at 100A Avenue. A 10,000 square foot truck shop proposed for Vic Turner Road was granted a 
development permit, in principle, pending the completion of a notification period. A public consultation 
process will also be undertaken for a proposed Official Community Plan and zoning amendment that would 
allow for the development of the "Discovery Business Park" along Highway 2 and Pederson Road, featuring 
light industrial and commercial services. 

"It's a sign that our economy is definitely stable," said Mayor Mike Bernier, who in his capacity also acts 
as the economic development officer for the city. "It slowed down a little last year, and for some people it 
slowed down more than for others, but for the community itself, we're leaps and bounds ahead of most places." 

Last year was a record year for residential units constructed in the city, and one of the best years for 
construction starts overall, with nearly $40 million invested in total. Dawson Creek was named one of the top 
five places to invest by the Real Estate Investment Network last year. and Bernier said he expected the growth 
trend would continue in 2010, but he was a little surprised by the number of proposals coming so early in the 
year. 

"Everybody's recognizing that they want to get their foot in the door here and be part of the positive future 
here in Dawson Creek." The city has recently updated its Official Community Plan, with one of the purposes 
being to direct growth to where it fits in with the neighbourhood and to ensure a good mix of development. 
Another stated goal was to direct appropriate development to the downtown area. Bernier said that area is 
appropriate for small businesses and shops, and the hope is that when the new arts centre opens it will direct 
activity downtown. 

"It's not something that happens overnight, but we definitely make sure that we do what we can to 
maintain and enhance our downtown core," he said. 

Bernier said it will be a challenge for the municipality to stay ahead of the development in terms of 
building the necessary infrastructure, as city council has committed not to borrow money this year. He said it's 
common for local governments to borrow to pay for those assets, and then recoup those costs over time 
through taxes and service charges. However, he said growth remains steady and infrastructure already exists 
within the municipal boundaries, and it appears unlikely in the short-term that Dawson Creek would 
experience the type of pressures experienced in boom towns like Grande Prairie and Fort McMurray. 

Northeast News 

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY 
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City News 

The City of Dawson Creek has proposed an effluent water reuse project that the administration believes 
will ease the growing demand for water from the oil and gas industry. 

Staff hosted a meeting with interested members of the public on Feb. 4, after holding a separate meeting 
with industry representatives on Jan. 14. 

Watershed steward Peter Caputa explained the Kiskatinaw River is the city's sole source of water, but it is 
very unpredictable. He said the river has variable flows from year to year and is prone to draught, 
demonstrating the point through a graph that showed median flows have varied over the last 30 years from 
about 30 cubic metres per second in a peak year to nearly no median flow in 1992, when the river dried up. 

He said currently residents, bulk water users and industry are consuming about 7,000 cubic metres a day, 
which is approaching the provincially mandated limit of 9,000 cubic metres a day, as well as testing the 
limitations of the physical infrastructure in place. He said if growth in demand continues, not withstanding the 
unpredictability of water levels, the limit would be exceeded by 2015. He added recent provincial legislation is 
requiring more of British Columbia's water needs to be met through conservation. 

Caputa said one solution that has been proposed in the past is to build a pipeline to either the Murray or 
Peace Rivers. He said in 2003, the city obtained a quote that constructing a pipeline would cost about $30 
million for either option, and another $1.2 million to operate each year, but those costs don't include the 
retrofits required for the water treatment facilities. 

He said the other solution is to build an effluent water reuse facility that would treat waste water to a 
standard that would be acceptable for industrial uses, and perhaps other bulk water uses. Caputa said the 
project would fit in with both the city and province's direction towards sustainability, and would reduce the 
pressure put on the Kiskatinaw watershed and on water treatment facilities. He said even with a population 
growth of two per cent, the city wouldn't reach its water license limit until 2030. 

Project consultant Jaime Adam, an engineer with Urban Systems Ltd., provided the details of the project 
She explained additional treatment processes would be added to the existing sewage treatment facility near the 
airport to create the highest quality reclaimed water that could then be sold to industry. She said they 
anticipate between 4,000 and 6,000 cubic metres of effluent could be treated and reused for industrial 
purposes, municipal uses such as dust control and irrigation, and even crop irrigation for farmers in the area 
She said once the facility is fully operational it would be expected potable water would no longer be available 
for bulk water uses. 

Adam said the capital costs for the project would be between $8 to $11 million, with an approximate 
annual maintenance cost of $150,000, but she added the city is pursuing private investment to cover most of 
the capital costs. They will be sending out a request for proposals soon, and they expect city council would be 
able to award the contract to the successful proponent by March, with an anticipated completion date 
sometime next year, pending regulatory approval from the Province. 

Northeast News 

WATER RE-USE PROJECT 
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The $50,000 GamesTown 2010 funding that was awarded to the Bear Mountain Ski Hill will provide new 
opportunities to bring the aging facility up to date, said the Dawson Creek Ski and Recreation Association 
board president. 

Paul Gevatkoff revealed the board would be taking a serious look at retiring the hill's most venerable 
workhorse. 

"Our lift is a Haul T-bar that is more than 60-years old that was used when we got it (approximately 
1965)," he said with a laugh. 

When Mayor Mike Bernier took a trip to the hill with the $50,000 cheque this week, he talked with 
Gevatkoff and other board members about the often overlooked importance of the ski hill. 

"On the economic driver side it's not just the City of Dawson Creek, but it's the region who comes here," 
Bernier said. "If you lose-that, you also have to think of the additional spin-offs you'd be losing out on as 
well." 

"This hill, as far as amenities, it's just too valuable to let it go," Gevatkoff said, adding it's a good, safe 
place for children. "You come in here (ski chalet) some days and there are 20 kids sitting around the fireplace 
just chatting." 

Although $50,000 is a good start, it's only ;a fraction of the price for a new lift. Board member and 30-
plus year veteran of the hill Shaun Inkster said it will seem expensive, but not when spread out over the 
average life of a ski lift. 

"Il will definitely tip up over the million dollar bracket to get the newest, latest equipment that there is out 
there, but that would have a 50-60-year life span." 

Gevatkoff said the board would also begin looking to area oil and gas companies for assistance, applying 
to the Northern Development Initiative and look into additional grants. 

Dawson Creek Daily News 
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GAMESTOWN FUNDING 

There will be no perceivable cost overruns if the Calvin Kruk Art Centre adheres to the current design, 
report the project cost consultants. 

"The probable construction cost for the proposed design... will fall within our original budget parameters," 
deputy CAO Greg Dobrowolski said in reference to a report from Hanscomb Ltd. "A letter from the project 
managers shows the original budget we had of 9.4 (million dollars) and the new numbers which come in at 
about $9 million." 

The project's architects, Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden, will continue with the development plan 
for the arts centre. They will report back to the cost consultants at various stages of completion in order to give 
better estimates on the final budget. 

An open house has been scheduled to give the public further information on the project. It will take place 
at the Kiwanis Performing Arts Centre on Mar. 8 at 7 p.m. A link has also been added to the City of Dawson 
Creek website to provide more in information on the project. 

Dawson Creek Daily News 
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Dawson Creek city council approved the preliminary draft of the 2010/11 budget on Feb. 8. 
Mayor Mike Bernier said staff did an excellent job bringing forward a plan that included what council 

was looking for; namely, tax reductions, operating cuts and only those capital projects that were priorities. 
He said council has heard the message from residents concerned about taxes, and that was one of the main 

drivers behind this budget. The proposed residential tax rate is $5.16 (per thousand dollars of assessed value), 
down from $5.35 last year, and the commercial rate would be $19.15, down from $21.15. 

However, residential and commercial assessments increased by 10.41 per cent and 18.32 per cent respec-
tively in Dawson Creek. The average single family dwelling unit in the city, valued at $196,888, will pay 
$17.35 more than in 2009.  

The average commercial property, valued at $296,898, will pay $372.63 more than in 2009.  
Bernier said as the city continues to attract new businesses, it will be important to keep the commercial 

rate competitive, and new developments will only broaden the tax base. 
The City of Dawson Creek will see a total increase of about $622,000 in municipal and commercial tax 

revenue, but nearly $235,500 of that, or 38 per cent, is related to new construction. 
The tax rates for major and light industrial properties are proposed to drop from $42.29 and $27.44 

respectively to $19.15, the same as the commercial rate.  
The city will see a net increase in tax revenue of less than two per cent, but revenue from fees and charges 

is expected to drop by $811,773, or about 11 per cent, and revenue from government transfers is expected to 
decline by $830,527, or seven per cent.  

However, expenditures will also drop by $1.68 million from 2009, including a total cut on the operations 
budget by $1.6 million, and a two-year reduction in community grants and fee-for-service support. 

Bernier said he believes these proposals achieve a good balance between making necessary cuts while still 
maintaining the services people have come to expect. 

Since city council will not be borrowing money, the nearly $9.7 million in capital expenditures will be 
funded from government transfers and partnering, capital reserves, water and sewer utility revenues and 
general revenue.  Projects considered priorities were those that have third party funding, including the Calvin 
Kruk Arts Centre and repairs to 102 Avenue, those that promote economic development, including upgrades to 
the NAR Museum and EnCana Events Centre, and those that address immediate safety and risk management 
issues (sidewalk replacement and sewer upgrades). 

All of these proposals are subject to change as the budget process has just begun. 
Northeast News 
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The only Wind Turbine Maintenance Technician program offered in British Columbia is underway at 
Northern Lights College with a full inaugural intake of 16 learners. 

The Wind Turbine Technician program is one of the cornerstones of the NLC's Centre of Excellence for 
Clean Energy Technologies based at Dawson Creek Campus. 

The program commenced on Feb. 1. 
At NLC, hands-on experience will come via a training tower to be erected in conjunction with the 

ongoing Energy House construction. 
Graduates from the certificate program, which concludes in January 2011, will be prepared to enter the 

steadily expanding wind energy sector. Students are provided with the theoretical knowledge base supporting 
wind turbines and the practical maintenance procedures required to maintain turbine output availability. 

The curriculum includes safely and wind turbine-specific courses, as well as pertinent electrical and 
millwright training. As well, there is a month-long summer practicum placement for each learner. 
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In January 2010, KidSport BC officially launched the KidSport Dawson Creek community chapter with a 
cheque presentation at the Memorial Arena.  Dawson Creek is the latest community in British Columbia to 
open a KidSport community chapter, bringing the total number across the province to 32. 

Dawson Creek Mayor Mike Bernier was on hand to receive the start-up cheque from EnCana Community 
Relations Advisor, Brian Lieverse and Pete Quevillon, Director of KidSport BC.  The funds will provide 
KidSport Dawson Creek with the resources required to develop the new chapter and begin serving children in 
the local community. 

KidSport Dawson Creek will provide registration grants for children ages 6-18 to ensure all children can 
participate in a sport season of their choice. 

KidSport 

KIDSPORT 

Recreation & Leisure 

Culture 
Artists and arts organizations in communities across British Columbia are receiving more than $3.4 

million in BC Arts Council grants. 
The council will award 298 grants, totalling $10.9 million, to individual artist and arts and cultural 

organizations representing a range of disciplines including music, visual arts, literature, theatre and dance. 
The South Peace Community Arts Council will receive $2,770. 

Government of BC News Release 

A RT S  C O U N C I L  G R A N T S  

The Southern California-based foursome, The Offspring, will be rocking Dawson Creek in June. 
The group got its start back in the late 80s and was inspired by a burgeoning punk rock scene in the 

Orange County area, which included bands like Social Distortion. 
Their second album released in 1992 sold more than 11 million copies worldwide and remains the largest-

selling album on an independent label, Epitaph. 
The group has since released several more studio albums, including a greatest hits compilation in 2005, 

and their latest effort released last year.  The band has already begun work on a ninth album. 
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